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QFBA launches 'Learning Day' series
QFBA, 06 June 2010, Designed to be thought-provoking while focusing on topics that envision the 'learning
journey,' QFBA commenced its 'Learning Day Series' today.
A series of informal learning sessions, the QFBA Learning Series aims to engage participants on a range of
relevant subjects impacting human resources, learning and development, coaching, leadership and talent
development.
Kicking off the series is an open discussion on 'Why Engagement Matters' - where participants learn key findings
from modern neuroscience such as: how our brains organise information and stimuli; what this teaches us about
developing, motivating, leading and managing others; and how to unlock potential and improve 'executive
functioning' in ourselves and others.
Key speaker Deborah Jones will take the participants through the first learning session. A Master's degree holder
in Consulting and Coaching for Change from HEC, Paris and Oxford University, Deborah draws from an
extensive background in change management and leadership to help professionals set powerful and inspiring
goals, providing them support as they work toward their objectives, improving performance and gaining deeper
insights into how they can improve and develop further. Deborah is trained in a results-based coaching system
which is heavily influenced by neuro-scientific research, action learning theory, as well as psychology and
systems theory.
Jon Morton, director of QFBA, comments, 'If the global financial crisis has taught us anything, it is that
organisational and personal learning is more important than ever. Those businesses and professionals that
maintained their learning throughout times of economic growth are the same organisations that are not only
surviving but developing in this challenging business environment. This 'Learning Day' explores possibly the most
critical factor for effective organizational and personal development - learning only works if we engage the
professional at intellectual, behavioural and belief levels. But if we get the learning right, then it becomes a key
organisational differentiator.'
Several delegates mostly HR personnel from different organisations in Qatar came together at QFBA's new
learning facilities in QFC Tower 2 in West Bay to participate in this free-of-charge, by-invitation-only event.
The next Learning Day promises to be equally as exciting and is scheduled next quarter this year.
- Ends About QFBA
QFBA is a learning and development organisation based in Qatar offering financial services learning and
research around the critical issues facing professionals and organisations in the current and future global
business environment. Through its partnership with the Qatar Foundation and the QFC Authority, QFBA
provides learning solutions for entry-level to senior executive professionals in essential financial disciplines within
the sectors of banking, asset management, capital markets, insurance and financial services leadership. QFBA
also provides expert coaching and development for all participants that help to map their individual learning
journeys. QFBA's senior management and leadership team are drawn from world-class business schools such
as Columbia, INSEAD, IESE and London Business School.
www.qfba.edu.qa
QFC Authority
The QFC Authority is the commercial, administrative and legislative body of the QFC which is responsible for

driving its commercial strategy, developing its commercial laws and forging relationships with the global corporate
community and other key institutions both within and outside of Qatar. The QFC is a financial and business
centre established by the Government of Qatar and located in Doha. It has been designed to attract international
financial services institutions and major multi-national corporations and to encourage participation in the growing
market for financial services in Qatar and elsewhere in the region. The QFC operates to international standards
and provides a first class legal and business infrastructure for those operating within the QFC. The QFC was
created by Qatar Law No. (7) and has been open for business since 1 May 2005.
www.qfc.com.qa
Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development
Qatar Foundation is a non-profit organisation focusing on education, scientific research and community
development. Under Qatar Foundation's umbrella are Education City which comprises elite universities, several
academic and training programmes and Qatar Science and Technology Park which boasts more than 21 world
class companies involved in scientific research and development.
Chaired by Her Highness Sheikha Mozah bint Nasser Al Missned, Qatar Foundation also aims to enhance lives
through community development initiatives including Doha Debates, Reach out To Asia and Al Jazeera Childrens
Channel. Joint venture partnerships in the areas of design, ICT, telecommunications, policy studies and event
management contribute to fulfilling the objectives of the Qatar Foundation.
www.qf.com.qa
For more information, please contact:
Susan Lansing
Director, Corporate Development
QFBA
T +974 496 8341 F +974 496 8334 E s.lansing@qfba.edu.qa
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Qatar Financial and Business Academy launches 'Learning Day'
series
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PRESS RELEASE

Designed to be thought-provoking while focusing on topics that envision the 'learning
journey,' QFBA commenced its 'Learning Day Series' today. A series of informal learning
sessions, the QFBA Learning Series aims to engage participants on a range of relevant
subjects impacting human resources, learning and development, coaching, leadership and
talent development.
Kicking off the series is an open discussion on 'Why Engagement Matters' - where
participants learn key findings from modern neuroscience such as: how our brains
organise information and stimuli; what this teaches us about developing, motivating,
leading and managing others; and how to unlock potential and improve 'executive
functioning' in ourselves and others.
Key speaker Deborah Jones will take the participants through the first learning session. A
Master's degree holder in Consulting and Coaching for Change from HEC, Paris and
Oxford University, Deborah draws from an extensive background in change management
and leadership to help professionals set powerful and inspiring goals, providing them
support as they work toward their objectives, improving performance and gaining deeper
insights into how they can improve and develop further. Deborah is trained in a resultsbased coaching system which is heavily influenced by neuro-scientific research, action
learning theory, as well as psychology and systems theory.
Jon Morton, director of QFBA, comments, "If the global financial crisis has taught us
anything, it is that organisational and personal learning is more important than ever.
Those businesses and professionals that maintained their learning throughout times of
economic growth are the same organisations that are not only surviving but developing
in this challenging business environment. This 'Learning Day' explores possibly the most
critical factor for effective organizational and personal development - learning only works
if we engage the professional at intellectual, behavioural and belief levels. But if we get
the learning right, then it becomes a key organisational differentiator."
Several delegates mostly HR personnel from different organisations in Qatar came
together at QFBA's new learning facilities in QFC Tower 2 in West Bay to participate in
this free-of-charge, by-invitation-only event.
The next Learning Day promises to be equally as exciting and is scheduled next quarter
this year.

